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Sir Thomas Beecham and Richard Strauss
Kindred spirits 
“The incidental music to the three acts of Le bourgeois gentilhomme…  takes 
its place among other supreme examples of its kind, such as L’Arlésienne of 
Bizet and the Peer Gynt of Grieg.” Sir Thomas Beecham’s comment in his 
autobiography A Mingled Chime is a reminder of the diverse range of his 
intuitive musical sensibilities, inhabiting the stylistic and expressive worlds of 
these vastly different composers with such striking empathy. His performances 
of their compositions won him some of the very highest plaudits of his career, 
and in the case of Richard Strauss, whose music for Le bourgeois gentilhomme 
featured in two productions of Molière’s play that Beecham mounted alongside 
the composer’s opera Ariadne of Naxos, he received the demandingly critical 
composer’s admiration for the best part of four decades. 
From 1910, when at the Royal Opera House Covent Garden he boldly 
presented the then – and even still now to an extent – daringly audacious new 
Strauss operas Elektra and Salome (the earlier opera coming later because of 
an initial ban by the censorious Lord Chamberlain), through to 1947 when, 
together with the composer’s publisher, he organised a large-scale festival 
of his music at the Theatre Royal Drury Lane given in his invited presence, 
Beecham was consistently a passionate champion of Strauss. In return he 
received the composer’s unequivocal accolades. When we hear the many 
Strauss recordings Beecham made with his deluxe Royal Philharmonic 
Orchestra hot on the heels of the festival – and indeed listening also to his 
later studio and live recordings too – we can hear why. 
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In his idiomatic grasp of Strauss’s writing, Beecham’s interpretations 
frequently bear close resemblance to the composer’s own that we can hear on 
record. And in the artistry, panache and virtuoso brilliance of the results he 
obtained from the RPO, he set a triumphant standard of mastery in Strauss’s 
hugely challenging to perform scores. The similarities of interpretations are 
important: Strauss was openly critical of people who either exaggerated his 
meticulously notated indications or added unmarked indulgences of tempi 
and phrasing. Both as a conductor and a piano accompanist in his own music, 
his recordings reveal an imperturbable but subtle control that artfully gives 
finespun and even transparent rein to the great expressive and dramatic 
power in his creations. So it was with Beecham’s Strauss conducting: as 
with the composer as conductor, he never fell into the easily tempting trap 
in these often immensely richly scored and sophisticatedly crafted works of 
sentimentalising expression or inflating texture. Naturally there are differences 
to be heard between Strauss’s and Beecham’s readings, but taken as a whole 
they are often strikingly similar in their handling of tempi, phrasing, contrasts 
and general constraint against the dangers of melodrama or bathos.
A selection of movements from the suite Strauss compiled from his incidental 
music for Le bourgeois gentilhomme were featured in the Royal Festival Hall 
concert that Beecham conducted for the Royal Philharmonic Society on 
the 17th of October, 1956. With his Royal Philharmonic Orchestra he was 
giving a programme devoted entirely to Strauss, who had been presented 
with the Society’s prestigious Gold Medal 20 years previously, as had Sir 
Thomas himself in 1928. The concert began with a rare performance of the 
composer’s first symphonic poem, Macbeth (although he later revised it after 
he had completed subsequent symphonic poems). It is still relatively rarely 
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heard, and it perplexes this writer why it continues to come in for so much 
criticism. The Times reviewer of the concert judged it “not good Strauss” and 
“sub-Brahmsian and rather dull”, and even though Sir Thomas “stormed 
boldly through the braw passages… the music was heavily weighted, beef 
without muscle”. Chacun à son goût.  
At least we can now hear how Beecham’s “bold storming” conjured up, to these 
ears, electrifying drama in a remarkably original work. Although he was an 
advocate of the piece and had performed it in the past, this is the only known 
recording of Beecham conducting it. What surely cannot be disputed is the 
magnificent mastery of the playing in all sections of the Royal Philharmonic 
Orchestra, responding with startling fire and explosive, tight precision to 
Sir Thomas’s dynamic and clearly very vivid drive. Another rejoinder to 
those who persist in claiming that he was lacking in conducting technique. 
(Anyone looking at the few video recordings of him in performance must 
surely, instantly, realise the complete fallacy of that erroneous assertion.)
The movements from Strauss’s Le bourgeois gentilhomme Suite that Beecham 
selected for this concert were Vorspiel (Prelude), Menuett (Minuet),  
Der Fechtmeister (The Fencing Master), Auftritt und Tanz der Schneider 
(Entry and Dance of the Tailors), Vorspiel Act 2 (Prelude to Act 2), and 
Das Diner (The Dinner). As the solo principals play such vital parts in  
this music, the list of the orchestra members that performed in the concert 
is included with this release. 
Sir Thomas was always particularly fastidious in his preparation and 
conducting of this music’s vivid characterisation and ingeniously satirical but 
affectionately warm atmosphere. When he recorded it in 1947 he had cost 
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EMI a lot of extra money insisting on many re-takes of some movements 
until he was happy that every nuance was as perfectly poised as possible (this 
was in the days before tape when each new take meant a new wax master 
disc – expensive!). Aficionados of that recording may find the performance 
here not quite as polished, but it brims with pointed felicities and subtle 
contrasts in a reading that once again recalls Strauss’s own interpretative 
approach in the numerous recordings that exist of him conducting this score. 
Beecham had earlier gained Strauss’s public approbation for the performance 
he had conducted in his Drury Lane festival in 1947. As John Lucas, author 
of the outstanding definitive biography Thomas Beecham: An Obsession with 
Music relates, after it had ended Strauss came on stage with Beecham  
and “boomed in French: ‘Merci! Merci! Merveilleux!’” (‘Thank You! Thank 
You! Marvellous!’).
The other works in that October 1956 Royal Philharmonic Society all-
Strauss concert were the ‘Dance of the Seven Veils’ from Salome, and Ein 
Heldenleben, both long-time favourites of Beecham’s. Salome’s Dance, 
included on this CD, is an especially telling example of the striking similarity 
with Strauss’s own recorded readings, and indeed it is kindred to the studio 
recording Sir Thomas had conducted in 1947. Neither Beecham nor Strauss 
dwell in rubato espressivo phrasing to the extent that the majority of other 
highly distinguished conductors do – they share a prudent oriental subtlety 
rather than an extravagant European romanticism in their approach. Strauss 
was, after all, conjuring up the Middle Eastern sensuality of, as he wrote in 
an article about Salome, “a chaste virgin and an oriental princess”, and of the 
singers’ acting he lamented “the capers cut in later performances by exotic 
variety stars indulging in snakelike movements”.  
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He did, though, stress “the excessive turmoil of the music” in the opera, which 
he said should nevertheless be contrasted in acting “limited to the utmost 
simplicity”. And so, as the Dance reaches its abandoned wild climax, Beecham 
tightens the rhythm, intensifies the dynamism and accelerates thrillingly. 
There are one or two mishaps of ensemble and even mistakes in the playing 
in this performance – untypical for the Royal Philharmonic – but it has the 
quality that The New York Times critic Olin Downes described (reviewing the 
performance Beecham gave on the RPO’s American tour in October 1950) 
when he declared that the concert “closed with the most richly coloured and 
dramatic performance of the ‘Dance of the Seven Veils’ from Strauss’ Salome 
that we have ever heard”.
Completing this portrait of Sir Thomas Beecham in Richard Strauss’s music 
are two performances he gave in 1955 (originally issued in 2011 on SOMM-
BEECHAM 31 and here superbly re-mastered by Lani Spahr) when he 
took over two concerts that Wilhelm Furtwängler had been scheduled to 
conduct with the Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra at the Royal Festival Hall 
before his death robbed London of seeing him one last time. Furtwängler had 
programmed Don Juan and Till Eulenspiegel, each in a different concert, and 
Sir Thomas loyally conducted them with his Royal Philharmonic Orchestra 
alongside other items.  
For all Don Juan’s popularity, it was a rare occurrence in Beecham’s concerts, 
whereas Till Eulenspiegel featured a number of times, although not as 
frequently as other Strauss works that he conducted. Yet again, Beecham’s 
approach in both works often resembles Strauss’s own conducting, though 
with some more forward movement in the dramatic parts of Don Juan and 
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with palpably swifter tempi in Till Eulenspiegel. Where there is a difference, 
it must be said, is in the quality of the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra’s 
playing, and most notably in Till Eulenspiegel. Strauss always obtained 
excellent results – but in Till Eulenspiegel the RPO gave Beecham playing 
that eclipsed even the finest execution given to Strauss by the Vienna 
Philharmonic Orchestra in their 1944 performance. The virtuosity of 
articulation, incisive precision and attack, wide range of colours, and vivid 
expressive characterisation both in the solo principals and in the entire 
corporate ensemble are of exceptional calibre – and here the famous RPO 
intonation is as impeccable as ever. Beecham’s control and flexibility in 
this intensely, intricately demanding score once again illustrates his great 
technical masterly, borne out by the magnetised way his players understood 
and responded to his gestures.  

And I would like to say a few words, to close, about one of these players who, 
in his urbane modesty, did not always receive as much public recognition 
as afforded one or two of his more vociferous colleagues elsewhere. Lewis 
Pocock was appointed the RPO’s Principal Timpanist in 1952 after being the 
Orchestra’s Principal Percussion since early 1947, quite soon after Beecham 
had founded it. He was an outstandingly dexterous player on all the timpani 
and percussion instruments with an extraordinary ear for fine-tuning the 
timpani, and, as can be heard so compellingly in Macbeth and Till Eulenspiegel, 
a riveting rhythmic agility, which particularly appealed to Sir Thomas. How 
and why it was that he became the orchestra’s timpanist was related to me 
by Mr Pocock himself more than 50 years ago, and at the time I wrote down 
what he told me. 
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The RPO players as heard in Macbeth, Le bourgeois gentilhomme and  
Salome's Dance of the Seven Veils on 17 October, 1956 
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As was to be the case also with the RPO’s legendary Principal Horn, Dennis 
Brain, Beecham was clamping down on players, whoever they might be, that 
were not attending all of his rehearsals and were even sometimes missing 
his concerts in favour of more financially lucrative engagements elsewhere. 
Matters came to a head when the celebrated and understandably proud 
Principal Timpani James Bradshaw, a superb player of worldwide reputation, 
ignored Sir Thomas’s warning not to be absent again: he was effectively 
“doubling” as Principal Timpani of the Philharmonia Orchestra as well, and 
the Philharmonia was by now making much more substantial demands on 
his time. 
At Mr and Mrs Pocock’s home the telephone rang late one evening.  
Sir Thomas asked to speak to Mr Pocock – who wondered what in the world 
was coming: “Mr Pocock, I have recently observed you playing the timpani 
for me on the occasions when Mr Bradshaw, without my permission, has 
taken it upon himself to appoint you as his temporary replacement when he 
has decided, I repeat without my permission, not to be present at one of my 
rehearsals or even one of my concerts. Consequently, he shall no longer be the 
timpanist of the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, and I am wishing to appoint 
you his permanent replacement as from tomorrow. I trust this is in order”. 
After a pause for instinctive careful consideration, Pocock replied:  
“Sir Thomas – I am deeply honoured that you have asked me… but… I am 
rather worried. I think Mr Bradshaw is indispensable”. “My dear man,” 
came the imperious response, “the graveyards of the world are littered with 
indispensable people”. Decision made and sealed.       
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